
TechU -Poster Sessions 
 

IBM Systems Technical University (TechU) Poster Session is an opportunity for 
individuals to share their research, findings and achievements with their colleagues. 
TechU offers a dedicated time 
for poster presenters to 
present and discuss their 
posters with the diverse group 
of attendees. Posters will be 
presented in a social setting 
provided to promote 
networking and collaboration 
building.  
 
Presenting a poster at TechU is 
a noteworthy way to share 
expertise or accomplishment 
in a specific area while 
contributing to tech research. Check out cutting-edge research from IBMers, clients and 
business partners. Network with the researchers and discuss how their work will shape 
the future of technology. Please consider participating in this great event and becoming 
an integral part of TechU.  
 
 
All TechU attendees are welcome to *participate (you do not have to be a speaker -this 
is an alternative and informal format to share research and expertise). Projects cover a 
variety of IBM Systems topics including fundamental advances in machine learning, the 
power of all data with IBM Watson machine learning, millennial mainframe, IBM 
LinuxONE and Linux on Z -the ideal platform for secure data and hybrid clouds, 
enterprise design thinking, AI solution on Power with Apache Hadoop, HA/DR solutions 
for cognitive systems, visibility into hybrid cloud applications, introducing IBM MQ 
Appliance, the power of all data with IBM Watson, disaster recovery and AI for 
cybersecurity. If you need help or suggestions for a poster pleased review this blog.  

*Due to the large number of poster submittals we receive and time restriction we cannot 
accept every poster. Please submit your poster requests before the deadline.  

Three options available for submitting poster abstracts:  

(1) Create a PDF and send it to IBM TechU team by deadline so that it will be printed 
by local professional printing company and ready for display.  
 



(2) Bring the printed poster, or pages, and tape them to the foam board at the event.    
 
Geo    Paper Size  Orientation 
US:     20x36"  Landscape only  
EU & the rest   A0   Landscape or Portrait   
 

(3) Draw the poster at the events, for those who want to do a last-minute poster. 
Supplies will be provided on site for adhering printed pages to your poster board.    
 

We invite attendees to VOTE FOR THEIR FAVORITE poster. Winner will receive a special 
prize.  

For questions please contact:  

USA event only - TechUid@us.ibm.com 
 
International -  stg_conferences@be.ibm.com 
 
 
 
 


